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R
obot system

System configuration

Pallet magazine

Robot body

Robot handSafety fence

Pallet-feeding conveyor

Station conveyor

Pallet stock conveyor

Work-feeding 
conveyor

Robot controller

A conveyor that separates 
and fixes a product to be 
stacked and gives it to the 
robot. It fixes products at a 
correct position and 
prevents trouble.

Work-feeding
conveyor

It feeds an empty pallet to 
the pallet conveyor one by 
one when necessary. We 
will propose an optimum 
device when there are 
several pallet types.

Pallet
magazine

A conveyor that carries pallets 
to be stacked by the robot and 
fixes them at a correct place. 
In addition to the chain type, 
there are other variations such 
as the roller type and the 
energy saving type.

A conveyor with records and 
reliability that carries pallets. 
The roller diameter, pitch 
frame dimensions, drive 
system, and position can be 
changed depending on the 
application.

Work size
Drive system
Rollers used
Roller pitch
Frame
Sprocket (roller part)
Machine length
Minimum height
Transport capacity
Transport velocity V
Motor output
Power

Model 　

Work size
Chain width
Chain used
Frame
Machine length
Minimum height
Transport capacity
Transport velocity V
Motor output
Power

Model FDC-2

Compatible pallet
Work size
Max. number to be stacked
Movable load

Drive system

Processing capability
Minimum loading height
Minimum delivery height
Power

Model MPM-5

Work size
Drive system
Rollers used
Roller pitch
Frame
Sprocket (roller part)
Machine length
Minimum height
Transport capacity
Transport velocity V
Motor output
Power

Model KR-765013S

min 300L×300W×100H
Chain drive
Ø57.2×2.1×12d  (with plating)
100P
[ 120×30×3.2t
＃40×10T, single
800L～1500L
min 450
max 100kg
max 25m/min
0.2kW
200 VAC (three phase)

min 800L×800W×100H
min 750
#80 oval steel chain
Aluminum extrusion molding
1200L～2000L
min 500
max 1000kg
max 10m/min
0.4kW
200 VAC (three phase)

Resin pallets (four direction difference)
min 800 L × 800 W × 100 H (fixed)
5 pallets (up to a stowage height of 800 H)
max 250kg
Lifting: hydraulic (0.55 kW)
Delivery conveyor: 0.2 kW × 2
Fork opening/closing: air cylinder
120 pallets/hour
860H
500H
200 VAC (three phase), control 24 VDC

min 800L×800W×100H
Chain drive
Ø 76.3 × 4.3 × 20 d (no plating)
150P
[ 150×40×4.5t
#50 × 13 T, single
1200L～2000L
min 500
max 1,000 kg/unit
max 10m/min
0.4kW
200 VAC (three phase)

Pallet conveyor Pallet conveyor

Robot system

2000mm
400mm

Maximum processing capability

(When an optional fan is attached)

Bag 
conveyance

1900(times/1h)

400mmEvaluation pattern
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Rough standard for minimum height

+180deg
-180deg

0deg

Operating area

Operating area
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Robot hand
We will propose you an optimum hand with extensive experience to meet your request.

Hands for cardboard boxes and 
cases are attached with an 
adjustment mechanism and can be 
adjusted into various sizes. 
They have a belt put on the chuck 
plate, and softly transfer products. 
Even if the product is about to fall, 
the chuck catches it and puts in on 
a pallet. Standard hands for bags 
and vacuum type hands are also 
available.

Standard hand

■M-410iB/140H

Drawing and 
operating 
area

Palletizing
robot system

ROBOT
SYSTEM

A standard hand that is lightweight and low 
cost. High performance is realized by 
adopting a servo motor as standard. It 
firmly holds products and prevents trouble.

Hands for cardboard 
boxes and cases

A standard lightweight and low cost hand 
that is focused on bags.

Hand for bags
A vacuum type hand that can hold various 
types of products including bags, 
cardboard boxes, etc.

Vacuum type hand
A hand for cardboard boxes is attached 
with a suction pad that adsorbs and holds 
the works.

Hand for 18-liter
square cans
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We pursued simple operations and 
easy-to-see screens to provide software 
that is also suitable for short lot 
production of various types. The program 
created with a computer is sent to the 
robot controller to reduce the on-site 
teaching work, and it is additionally 
registered easily.

①Automatic feeding (1 conveyor/1 pallet)
  Parallel L type

②Automatic feeding (1 conveyor/1 pallet)
  Vertical I type

③Automatic feeding (1 conveyor/1 pallet)
  Vertical L type

④Forward and reverse feeding (1 conveyor/2 pallets)
  Parallel I type

We will provide an optimum system to production plants and 
distribution sites with various rollers, belts, and machines.

The following shows the reference dimensions of representative standard layouts
(pallet: 1,100 × 1,100).

Safety fence

Pallet magazine

Pallet-feeding 
conveyor

Work transfer conveyor Robot body

Pallet stock conveyor

Station conveyor

52
00

5200
4000 1200

40
00

12
00

Safety fence

Pallet 
magazine

Pallet-feeding 
conveyor Station conveyor

Work transfer conveyor
Robot body

Pallet stock 
conveyor

6500
4000 2500

44
00

32
00

12
00

Station 
conveyor

Work transfer 
conveyor

Safety fence

Robot body

5100
2600 2500

64
00

32
00

32
00

Robot body

Pallet stock conveyor

Pallet-feeding 
conveyor

52
00

5200
4000 1200

40
00

12
00

Work transfer conveyor

Safety fence

Pallet magazine Station conveyor

Software dedicated for palletizing Our original software that pursued palletizing

■Assembly patterns
Column 
pattern

Interlock 
pattern

Pinhole 
pattern

Robot system

Fist robot

Small package packing system Small item bag packing system

Packaged food packing system Candy box packing system

Fist robots quickly arrange and mount parts. They can also assemble fine and 
complicated machines, using their various functions.

Work-feeding conveyor

Box-feeding device

Fist robot

Robot frame

Hand
- Hand mass: 
  2 kg or below
- Number of items to be held: 
   6 pieces

Fist robot

Work detection 
camera

Transfer conveyor

Products 
transfer

Interleaving paper 
feeding device

Boxes being 
carried out

Fist robot

Camera

Guide for covers

Portion type 
work

Intermediate sheet feeding device

Box

Work-feeding 
conveyor

Fist robot

Transfer conveyor

Bag-feeding device

Sensor (manages 
number of pieces)

Small item pack

Suction pad

Small item assembly/casing system

Small item assembly/
casing system


